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Satisfaction A Lawless Novel
Bob Slocum was living the American dream. He had a beautiful wife, three lovely
children, a nice house...and all the mistresses he desired. He had it all -- all, that
is, but happiness. Slocum was discontent. Inevitably, inexorably, his discontent
deteriorated into desolation until...something happened. Something Happened is
Joseph Heller's wonderfully inventive and controversial second novel satirizing
business life and American culture. The story is told as if the reader was
overhearing the patter of Bob Slocum's brain -- recording what is going on at the
office, as well as his fantasies and memories that complete the story of his life.
The result is a novel as original and memorable as his Catch-22.
The sequel to LAWLESS - the criminally smart adventure thriller! M Freeman
learned the hard way not to trust her new friendsat Lawless, an unusual school
where she was training to follow in her parents'footsteps - as a master criminal.
She managed to overturn Lawless's dangerousplans, but now her previous rivals
- the Fulbright Academy - need M's help. Lawlessare after a weapon that could
threaten all life on earth. But can she really trusther new allies? It's time for M to
take the law into her ownhands.
John Wesley Hardin spread terror in much of Texas in the years following the
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Civil War as the most wanted fugitive. Hardin left an autobiography in which he
detailed many of the troubles of his life. In A Lawless Breed, Parsons and Brown
have meticulously examined his claims against available records to determine
how much of his life story is true, and how much was only a half truth, or a
complete lie.
In a hurricane-ravaged Mississippi of the near future, a man who elects to remain
behind when most people have fled the area is brutally attacked by two
hitchhikers who steal his supplies, a crime that prompts him to pursue justice.
New York Times bestselling author Lexi Blake’s heartfelt contemporary romance
set in Louisiana's Butterfly Bayou Roxanne King left the big city looking for a
simpler life, but after years of proving herself on a SWAT team in New York City,
being deputy in a sleepy Louisiana parish is something of an adjustment. She's
settling in, but she knows she made some mistakes in the beginning--Zep Guidry
being the worst of them. Zep drifts through life on his looks and Cajun charm.
Roxie learned the hard way he's not for her. Zep is a man who knows what he
wants, and what he wants is Roxie. He's just not sure how to get her. They spent
one hot night together a year before and now all the lovely deputy seems
interested in doing to him is arresting him. He's not used to a woman he can't
charm, but Roxie seems immune. He's determined to win her back by any means
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necessary. Including becoming the kind of man she desires. And when Roxie's
past comes calling, it might be the opportunity Zep needs to show Roxie that the
town bad boy might just be the man of her dreams.
"The Lawless siblings are bound by vengeance. Riley, Drew, Brandon, and Mia
believe the CEO of StratCast orchestrated their parents' murder twenty years ago
to steal their father's software program. And there's only one way Riley can find
some solid evidence. Heir to the StratCast legacy, Ellie Stratton hires a new
attorney to handle a delicate business matter--and she's shocked by her
attraction to him. Over the course of a few weeks, Riley becomes her lover, her
friend, her everything. But when her life is threatened, Ellie discovers that Riley is
more obsessed with settling an old score than in the love she thought they were
building"-The second Perfect Gentlemen novel from the New York Times bestselling
authors of the Masters of Ménage series. Privileged, wealthy, and wild: they are
the Perfect Gentlemen of Creighton Academy. But the threat of a scandal has
one of them employing his most deceptive—and seductive—talents… Recruited into
the CIA at a young age, Connor Sparks knows how dirty the world can be. Only
when he’s with his friends can he find some peace. So when an anonymous
journalist threatens one of the Perfect Gentlemen, Connor vows to take down the
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person behind the computer, by whatever means necessary—even if it means
posing as his target’s bodyguard. Publishing a tabloid revealing Washington’s
most subversive scandals has earned Lara Armstrong the ire of the political
scene—and a slew of death threats. To keep herself from ending up a headline,
Lara hires a bodyguard, a man as handsome as he is lethal. When the bullets
start to fly, Lara is surprised to find herself in Connor’s arms. But as they begin
to unravel a mystery that just might bring down the White House, Lara is
devastated when she discovers Connor’s true identity—and finds herself at the
mercy of forces who will stop at nothing to advance their deadly agenda.
New York Times bestselling author Lexi Blake is back with an all-new
heartwarming, small-town contemporary romance series set against the spicy
southern backdrop of Louisiana's Butterfly Bayou. Life in Dallas took a tragic turn
for nurse practitioner Lila Daley. In need of a fresh start, she retreats to Papillon,
Louisiana, a tiny town on the bayou. Sure she's greeted by a gator, finds herself
in the middle of golf cart wars, and unwittingly adopts a scruffy dog, but Lila
remains undaunted. She's focused on running the town's medical clinic, but fitting
into the quirky community is harder than she imagined. As a single dad, Sheriff
Armie LaVigne embraces routine. But there is nothing routine about the town's
newest resident. Lila is a gorgeous fish out of water and he’s ready to catch her.
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In fact, in no time at all, Armie knows Lila is the woman for him and he plans to
win her heart. But when the past threatens their happiness, Armie will have to
decide if he has the courage to trust Lila enough to find a true happily ever after.
A heartwarming contemporary romance set in Louisiana's Butterfly Bayou from New
York Times bestselling author Lexi Blake. Seraphina Guidry loves Butterfly Bayou. A
young, single mom, she’s trying to find a place for herself in the town she cherishes,
but past mistakes have made her wary. She adores her son but has sworn off men.
She's dedicated herself to restoring an historic house and building her own business. A
quiet life is all she wants. Harrison Jefferys never expected to find himself in small-town
Louisiana, but he has a job to do and a family to reconnect with. After years in the
Army, he’s happy to spend time with his Aunt Celeste and his cousins in such an idyllic
spot. When he meets Seraphina, he starts to think Papillion might be a great place to
call home. But a secret from Sera’s past rears its head and threatens to tear the
community apart. Caught between the woman he’s coming to love and the only family
he has left, Harry knows he has to follow his heart and with the help of the crazy, loving,
meddling locals find a way to keep them both.
Do you have a real relationship with God, or do you just have a religion? Do you know
God, or do you just know about God? In How Big Is Your God? Paul Coutinho, SJ,
challenges us to grow stronger and deeper in our faith and in our relationship with
God—a God whose love knows no bounds. To help us on our way, Coutinho introduces
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us to people in various world religions—from Hindu friends to Buddhist teachers to St.
Ignatius of Loyola—who have shaped his spiritual life and made possible his deep,
personal relationship with God.
The finale to Bear and Thia's epic love story.
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • The bestselling author of The Tiger’s Wife returns
with “a bracingly epic and imaginatively mythic journey across the American West”
(Entertainment Weekly). NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY Time
• The Washington Post • Entertainment Weekly • Esquire • Real Simple • Good
Housekeeping • Town & Country • The New York Public Library • Kirkus Reviews •
Library Journal • BookPage In the lawless, drought-ridden lands of the Arizona Territory
in 1893, two extraordinary lives unfold. Nora is an unflinching frontierswoman awaiting
the return of the men in her life—her husband, who has gone in search of water for the
parched household, and her elder sons, who have vanished after an explosive
argument. Nora is biding her time with her youngest son, who is convinced that a
mysterious beast is stalking the land around their home. Meanwhile, Lurie is a former
outlaw and a man haunted by ghosts. He sees lost souls who want something from
him, and he finds reprieve from their longing in an unexpected relationship that inspires
a momentous expedition across the West. The way in which Lurie’s death-defying trek
at last intersects with Nora’s plight is the surprise and suspense of this brilliant novel.
Mythical, lyrical, and sweeping in scope, Inland is grounded in true but little-known
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history. It showcases all of Téa Obreht’s talents as a writer, as she subverts and
reimagines the myths of the American West, making them entirely—and
unforgettably—her own. Praise for Inland “As it should be, the landscape of the West
itself is a character, thrillingly rendered throughout. . . . Here, Obreht’s simple but rich
prose captures and luxuriates in the West’s beauty and sudden menace. Remarkable
in a novel with such a sprawling cast, Obreht also has a poetic touch for writing intricate
and precise character descriptions.”—The New York Times Book Review (Editors’
Choice) “Beautifully wrought.”—Vanity Fair “Obreht is the kind of writer who can forever
change the way you think about a thing, just through her powers of description. . . .
Inland is an ambitious and beautiful work about many things: immigration, the afterlife,
responsibility, guilt, marriage, parenthood, revenge, all the roads and waterways that
led to America. Miraculously, it’s also a page-turner and a mystery, as well as a love
letter to a camel, and, like a camel, improbable and splendid, something to happily
puzzle over at first and take your breath away at the end.”—Elizabeth McCracken, O:
The Oprah Magazine
Finn No Last Name lives her life exactly the way she likes. Sure, she lives on a Mud Pit
with some of the worst criminals and cast-offs the Reliance has to offer, but she has a
knack for stealing things that has earned her a reputation as the best thief the Farthers
has to offer. Unfortunately for Finn, her life gets turned on its head when she tries to
steal from an upper-caste courtesan and winds up stuck in space on a merchant ship.
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This ship happens to be run by a strange, eclectic crew and Finn quickly learns that
there is more to them than meets the eye. Before she can escape or con her way back
home, she finds herself embroiled in a mission to uncover the Reliance’s darkest secret
. . . a secret that may hit closer to home than she could have ever imagined. Reliance
introduces a fantastic new character as impetuous and defiant as Rogue One’s Jyn
Erso and begins a thrilling new trilogy that fans of crew-driven space operas by authors
such as Rachel Bach (Fortune’s Pawn), Mike Brooks (Dark Run), and James S.A.
Corey (The Expanse) will find themselves racing through at light speed.
The story of the dark side of the Afghan war - and how Pakistan degenerated into a
nuclear-armed powder keg Eight years ago we chased the Taliban from Kabul and
forced Al Qaeda to find a new home. One by one the militants crossed the border into
Pakistan and settled in its tribal areas, building alliances with locals and terrorizing or
bribing their way to power. This place - Pakistan's lawless frontier - is now the epicenter
of global terrorism. It is where young American and British jihadists go to be trained,
where the kidnapped are stowed away, and where plots are hatched for deadly attacks
all over the world. It has become, in President Obama's words, "the most dangerous
place" - a hornet's nest of violent extremists, many of whom now target their own state
in vicious suicide- bombing campaigns. Imtiaz Gul, who knows the ins and outs of these
groups and their leaders, tackles the toughest questions about the current situation:
What can be done to bring the Pakistani Taliban under control? Who funds these
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militants and what are their links to Al Qaeda? Are they still supported by the ISI,
Pakistan's all-powerful intelligence agency? Based on dozens of exclusive interviews
with high-ranking Pakistani intelligence, government and military officers and extensive
first-hand reporting, The Most Dangerous Place is a gripping and definitive exposé of a
region that Americans need urgently to understand.
Huffington Post called him “a master of the abandoned”—and for good reason. The
“artivist” known only as Seph Lawless has spent the last ten years photo-documenting
the America that was left behind in the throes of economic instability and overall
decline—decrepit shopping malls, houses, factories, even amusement parks. Through
nearly two hundred gorgeous and elegiac photographs, Abandoned details Lawless’s
journey into what was once the very heart of American entertainment: the amusement
park. Lawless visits deserted parks across the country, capturing in stark detail their
dilapidated state, natural overgrowth, and obvious duality of sad and playful symbolism.
Previously self-published as Bizarro, this updated edition of Lawless’s photographic
tribute to decaying American amusement parks contains new content and a new
foreword. For the first time, the famed photojournalist Seph Lawless makes his moving
work available in a stunning trade edition.
What would make her go on the run with two killers? Two smoking hot strangers stride
out of the morning sun, into the lazy Main Street Cafe where gorgeous Courtenay is
having her coffee. She has a fantasy about what they might be there to do. And what
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else they might do besides. She is shocked to discover that long Liam and deadly
Declan have come in search of her abusive brute of a husband. When they meet with
Courtenay's husband, things take a turn that nobody expected. Courtenay and the two
hitmen find themselves on the run, entangled in more ways than any of them imagined
possible. Can they outrun the law as well as their past?

London's first novel introduces the strong, independent, well-educated heroine
that would run through much of his work.
Twenty miles south of the Arizona-Mexico border, the rugged, beautiful Sierra
Madre mountains begin their dramatic ascent. Almost 900 miles long, the range
climbs to nearly 11,000 feet and boasts several canyons deeper than the Grand
Canyon. The rules of law and society have never taken hold in the Sierra Madre,
which is home to bandits, drug smugglers, Mormons, cave-dwelling Tarahumara
Indians, opium farmers, cowboys, and other assorted outcasts. Outsiders are not
welcome; drugs are the primary source of income; murder is all but a regional
pastime. The Mexican army occasionally goes in to burn marijuana and opium
crops -- the modern treasure of the Sierra Madre -- but otherwise the government
stays away. In its stead are the drug lords, who have made it one of the biggest
drug-producing areas in the world. Fifteen years ago, journalist Richard Grant
developed what he calls "an unfortunate fascination" with this lawless place.
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Locals warned that he would meet his death there, but he didn't believe them -until his last trip. During his travels Grant visited a folk healer for his insomnia and
was prescribed rattlesnake pills, attended bizarre religious rituals, consorted with
cocaine-snorting policemen, taught English to Guarijio Indians, and dug for
buried treasure. On his last visit, his reckless adventure spiraled into his own
personal heart of darkness when cocaine-fueled Mexican hillbillies hunted him
through the woods all night, bent on killing him for sport. With gorgeous detail,
fascinating insight, and an undercurrent of dark humor, God's Middle Finger
brings to vivid life a truly unique and uncharted world.
Texas Ranger Judd Dunn and Christabel Gaines find their marriage of
convenience slowly evolving into a union of undeniable passion, but when a
mysterious enemy enters their lives, their newfound love is endangered.
Racing from the remote, war-scarred landscapes of the Middle East to the bloodsoaked chaos of the U.S.-Mexico border, #1 New York Times bestselling author
Tom Clancy delivers a heart-stopping thriller that is frighteningly close to reality.
Working behind the scenes for the CIA, ex-Navy SEAL Maxwell Moore arrives at
a rendezvous to take charge of a high-ranking Taliban captive and barely
escapes with his life. Undaunted, Moore is relentless in his quest to find the
terrorist cell responsible, but what he discovers leads him to a much darker
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conspiracy in an unexpected part of the globe... After years of planning, the
Taliban have come to terms with a vicious Mexican drug cartel and agreed to
supply them with opium. For the cartel, the deal means money, power, and
ultimate control of the drug trade. But for the Taliban, it is a long awaited
opportunity: to exploit the cartels and bring the fire of the jihad to the hearts of the
infidels, striking against the very heart of America.
Golding’s iconic 1954 novel, now with a new foreword by Lois Lowry, remains
one of the greatest books ever written for young adults and an unforgettable
classic for readers of any age. This edition includes a new Suggestions for
Further Reading by Jennifer Buehler. At the dawn of the next world war, a plane
crashes on an uncharted island, stranding a group of schoolboys. At first, with no
adult supervision, their freedom is something to celebrate. This far from
civilization they can do anything they want. Anything. But as order collapses, as
strange howls echo in the night, as terror begins its reign, the hope of adventure
seems as far removed from reality as the hope of being rescued.
Passion and danger collide in the this contemporary romance featuring the
Lawless siblings—from New York Times bestselling author Lexi Blake. When
Drew Lawless discovers a fatal flaw in his plan to avenge his parents’ deaths, he
turns to the one woman he promised he wouldn't touch. He offers her a deal, one
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that will bring her into his investigation, his life, and his bed. Investigative reporter
Shelby Gates never dreamed how twisted the case would become—or how
fascinated she would be with Drew. Every day they spend together binds them.
And every night brings her closer to realizing he might be the man for her. As
Drew's feelings for Shelby grow, so does the danger. From the streets of Dallas
to Austin’s high-tech business world, Drew and Shelby play a game begun
twenty years before—a game they will win, or die trying.
An anthology of three short novels, by three of the greatest writers the Western
has ever known. At approximately 150 pages, L'Amour's novella is the longest
and makes up the majority of the book.
M Freeman has been a star pupil at the Lawless School for criminal
masterminds. She's been a top agent at the Fulbright Academy for extreme law
enforcement. Now she finds herself in a situation she never, ever expected: a
normal life! If M thinks danger is a thing of the past, however, she couldn't be
more wrong. Because before she left her old life behind her, she learned a
dangerous secret -- one that's made her a target. Now, with the forces of Lawless
and the Fulbrights on the verge of open war, she has no choice but to rely on a
ragtag team of outcasts, misfits, and troublemakers. On their own, they don't
amount to much. But under M's leadership, they might just become a force to
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change the world. The fast-paced, unpredictable conclusion to the Lawless series
is sure to appeal to fans of Spy School and The School for Good and Evil.
From the New York Times bestselling authors of the Masters of Ménage series . . .
They are the Perfect Gentlemen of Creighton Academy- privileged, wealthy, powerful
friends with a wild side. But a deadly scandal is about to tear down their seemingly ideal
lives . . . Maddox Crawford's sudden death sends Gabriel Bond reeling. Not only is he
burying his best friend, he's cleaning up Mad's messes, including his troubled company.
Grieving and restless, Gabe escapes his worries in the arms of a beautiful stranger. But
his mind-blowing one-night stand is about to come back to haunt him . . . Mad groomed
Everly Parker to be a rising star in the executive world. Now that he's gone, she's sure
her job will be the next thing she mourns, especially after she ends up accidentally
sleeping with her new boss. If only their night together hadn't been so incendiary - or
Gabe like a fantasy come true . . . As Gabe and Everly struggle to control the heated
tension between them, they discover evidence that Mad's death was no accident. Now
they must bank their smoldering passions to hunt down a murderer - because Mad had
secrets that someone was willing to kill for, and Gabe or Everly could be the next target
. . . 'Blake and Black know just when to turn up the burner to corching.' Under the
Covers Book Blog
SatisfactionPenguin
In a poor, remote section of southern Mexico, the Red Shirts have taken control, God
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has been outlawed, and the priests have been systematically hunted down and killed.
Now, the last priest strives to overcome physical and moral cowardice in order to find
redemption. 240 pp.
A fast-paced contemporary romance that sizzles from the New York Times bestselling
author of Order of Protection where passion for the law isn't the only thing heating up
the courtroom. Isla Shayne knows she's in over her head. As former all-star linebacker
Trey Adams's personal lawyer, she's used to handling his business dealings and
private financial matters, not murder charges. She needs to find an experienced
criminal attorney who speaks her client's language. David Cormack of Garrison,
Cormack and Lawless is exactly what she needs in the courtroom--and the only man
she wants in the bedroom. For David, taking on the Adams case means diving back
into a world he thought he'd left behind and colliding head on with tragic possibilities
he's in no mood to face. There's a reason professional football is in his past and no
matter how close Isla gets to the truth he intends to leave it there. But long days
working on the case together lead to hot nights in each other's arms. As their feelings
grow, the case takes a deadly twist that could change the game between the two lovers
forever.
A man ruled by his gun meets a woman led by her heart in a dazzling western historical
romance from the bestselling author of Shameless. When Moss Tucker smells danger,
he shoots it. When he needs shelter, he grabs it. And when he wants a woman’s touch,
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he buys it. But then he sees Amanda Boone’s sparkling azure eyes—an innocent
beauty like her would never get involved with a law-breaking man like him. Chestnuthaired Amanda tries to keep her gaze on the vast frontier that flashes past her train
window—but it keeps straying to the buckskin-clad stranger. Every inch of him is virile
and strong. She knows it’s wrong to even think of his muscular arms crushing her soft
curves in a fierce embrace. Yet she vows that before the trip is over he will be the one
to tame her savage desire with his wild and lawless love. “Bittner’s characters spring
to life . . . Extraordinary for the depth of emotion with which they are portrayed.”
—Publishers Weekly
Kelsey is married, and Killer needs to get away from her before he does something he
might regret. Losing himself in a drunken night is not the answer, especially when he
can't stop loving her just because she's off-limits. He confronts Kels to get all the
details. Her world is crashing around her. Everywhere she turns, she feels trapped.
Panicking, Kelsey takes matters into her own hands. She would have succeeded, but
Killer saves her, acting quickly. Never before in all of his life has Killer been scared, and
he's even taken lives with his very hands. But seeing Kelsey's on the brink of death, he
knows he has to do something to protect her from the man who calls himself her
husband. It's a race against time for Killer to protect his woman, as her husband is not
all he seems to be. He's got enemies who are looking for any way to hurt him. Will The
Skulls be there for Killer, or will he face his enemies alone in order to protect the
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woman he loves?
People always ask if I enjoy the sex I have with clients or if I have to fake it, as if the
two are mutually exclusive and the interplay between them isn't more complex. In
actuality, it depends. And I'm not sure what people are threatened by more-that I don't
always love it, or that I don't always hate it.' Nothing But My Body is an eight-day
journey through the mind of a young woman, a queer sex worker in Australia, as she
navigates breakups and infatuation across just over a year. The unnamed narrator's
voice is both fierce and vulnerable, defiant and tender, as she explores the interplay
between her external and internal world, and the fluctuations of her emotions as love
affairs intensify and wane. Her loneliness is assuaged by her beloved chosen family-her
friends-and by the beauty of the natural world. Set during the cataclysmic bushfire
season of 2019 and into the coronavirus pandemic and lockdown, sex work is the
constant backdrop of the story as it moves between Sydney, Berlin, Orange and
Bellingen. The beauty of the writing and the moving and deeply engaging sense of
compassion that threads through this remarkable novel give true meaning to the
concepts of inclusivity and community in surprising and original ways. This stunning,
unflinching and lyrical debut is both a rejection of romantic love, a euphoric celebration
of the queer community and a reckoning with the body as both abject and joyous.
Love returns to Louisiana's Butterfly Bayou in a new small-town contemporary romance
sure to charm hearts, from New York Times bestselling author Lexi Blake. Sylvie
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Martine was prepared to take Washington D.C. by storm, but she put that dream on
hold when her beloved hometown of Papillon, Louisiana, needed her most. Now
Sylvie's the mayor of the tiny town on the bayou that holds her heart. But for Sylvie, this
can only be a pit stop on the way to bigger and better things. The last thing she needs
is an old love to resurface and threaten her goals. Rene Darois’s whole life has been
about serving his family—no matter how much it hurts. He’s used to sacrificing for his
large extended family and the company his grandfather created. But he can’t believe
the latest demand: he needs to find a wife and quick or he could lose it all. It would be a
horrible situation. But he has just the solution: his high school sweetheart. Sylvie is
everything he wants in a wife—smart, funny, and caring—and he planned to woo her
anyway. Now he just has to convince Sylvie that their love is worth it all, or he and the
bayou will lose her forever.
Love returns to Louisiana's Butterfly Bayou in a new small-town contemporary romance
sure to charm hearts, from New York Times bestselling author Lexi Blake. Sylvie
Martine was prepared to take Washington D.C. by storm, but she put that dream on
hold when her beloved hometown of Papillon, Louisiana, needed her most. Now
Sylvie's the mayor of the tiny town on the bayou that holds her heart. But for Sylvie, this
can only be a pit stop on the way to bigger and better things. The last thing she needs
is an old love to resurface and threaten her goals. Rene Darois's whole life has been
about serving his family--no matter how much it hurts. He's used to sacrificing for his
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large extended family and the company his grandfather created. But he can't believe
the latest demand: he needs to find a wife and quick or he could lose it all. It would be a
horrible situation. But he has just the solution: his high school sweetheart. Sylvie is
everything he wants in a wife--smart, funny, and caring--and he planned to woo her
anyway. Now he just has to convince Sylvie that their love is worth it all, or he and the
bayou will lose her forever.
“Watching a talented writer take a risk is one of the pleasures of devoted reading, and
On Such a Full Sea provides all that and more. . . . With On Such a Full Sea, [Changrae Lee] has found a new way to explore his old preoccupation: the oft-told tale of the
desperate, betraying, lonely human heart.”—Andrew Sean Greer, The New York Times
Book Review “I've never been a fan of grand hyperbolic declarations in book reviews,
but faced with On Such a Full Sea, I have no choice but to ask: Who is a greater
novelist than Chang-rae Lee today?”—Porochista Khakpour, The Los Angeles Times
From the beloved award-winning author of Native Speaker,The Surrendered, and My
Year Abroad, a highly provocative, deeply affecting story of one woman’s legendary
quest in a shocking, future America. On Such a Full Sea takes Chang-rae Lee’s
elegance of prose, his masterly storytelling, and his long-standing interests in identity,
culture, work, and love, and lifts them to a new plane. Stepping from the realistic and
historical territories of his previous work, Lee brings us into a world created from
scratch. Against a vividly imagined future America, Lee tells a stunning, surprising, and
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riveting story that will change the way readers think about the world they live in. In a
future, long-declining America, society is strictly stratified by class. Long-abandoned
urban neighborhoods have been repurposed as highwalled, self-contained labor
colonies. And the members of the labor class—descendants of those brought over en
masse many years earlier from environmentally ruined provincial China—find purpose
and identity in their work to provide pristine produce and fish to the small, elite, satellite
charter villages that ring the labor settlement. In this world lives Fan, a female fish-tank
diver, who leaves her home in the B-Mor settlement (once known as Baltimore), when
the man she loves mysteriously disappears. Fan’s journey to find him takes her out of
the safety of B-Mor, through the anarchic Open Counties, where crime is rampant with
scant governmental oversight, and to a faraway charter village, in a quest that will soon
become legend to those she left behind.
The Second Western Novel MEGAPACKTM presents four more great tales of the Old
West, by four different writers. Included in this volume are: TWO-GUN OUTLAW, by
Burt Arthur ... Dave Moore rode into town for a drink and a rest...and stayed to fight for
his life! TO HELL -- AND TEXAS!, by Giles A. Lutz ... Westward, the wagons
thundered. Out there lay Texas -- an empire for a man with guts enough to wrest it from
bandits, murderers, and hostile tribes...a man like O'Shaughnessy! ARIZONA
RANGER, by A. Scott Leslie ... Lawless terror gripped Southwest Arizona! Bandits
pillaged and plundered. Gambling dens and brothels flourished openly. Men drank and
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died from the devil's brew of blood and whiskey, gunsmoke and gold. Into this bulletspattered hell Rance Hatfield brought the law of the Rangers... IT HAPPENED IN A
TOWN NAMED LAWLESS, by Matt Rand ... It was a town where they asked no
questions. The marshal was dead, and they needed a man handy with his six-guns.
They swore the stranger in, and then they realized what he was. The worst kind of
marshal any town can have: a killer with a badge! If you enjoy this volume of classic
westerns, don't forget to search your favorite ebook store for "Wildside Press
Megapack" to see the 200+ other entries in this series, covering classic and historical
fiction, science fiction, fantasy, horror, mysteries -- and much, much more!
Jane Lawless has a knack for cooking and a talent for detection. A case gone bad has
left her with a serious head injury and vulnerable enough to accept help from former
lover Dr. Julia Martinsen. The TLC is welcome—if only Jane didn’t suspect the jittery
Julia of hiding something. Disquieted, Jane’s check into the doctor’s past turns up
chilling details. Then a shocking death and swirling danger disrupt what’s left of Jane’s
recovery, and being in love with Julia doesn’t protect either of them from a killer out for
more blood.
A sexy and suspenseful new contemporary romance from New York Times bestselling
author Lexi Blake where love and law entwine for a conviction of the heart. To high-end
defense attorney Henry Garrison, Win Hughes is a woman he met during one of the
most trying times of his life. She's soft and warm, and he finds solace in their brief
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relationship. But Win has a secret. She's actually Taylor Winston-Hughes--born to one
of the wealthiest families in the country, orphaned as a child by a tragic accident. Win
moves in the wealthiest circles, but her lavish lifestyle hides her pain. When her best
friend is murdered in the midst of a glittering New York gala, Win's charged with the
crime, and the only person in the world she wants to see is Henry. Henry is shocked at
the true identity of his lover, but he can't reject the case. This trial could take his new
firm into the stratosphere. Still, he's not getting burned by Win again. And yet every turn
brings them closer together. As the case takes a wild turn and Win's entire life is
upended, she must look to the people she's closest to in order to find a killer. And
Henry must decide between making his case and saving the woman he loves...
From Michael Ondaatje: an electrifying new novel, by turns thrilling and deeply moving
-- one of his most vividly rendered and compelling works of fiction to date. In the early
1950s, an eleven-year-old boy boards a huge liner bound for England. At mealtimes, he
is placed at the lowly "Cat's Table" with an eccentric and unforgettable group of
grownups and two other boys. As the ship makes its way across the Indian Ocean,
through the Suez Canal, into the Mediterranean, the boys find themselves immersed in
the worlds and stories of the adults around them. At night they spy on a shackled
prisoner -- his crime and fate a galvanizing mystery that will haunt them forever.
Looking back from deep within adulthood, and gradually moving back and forth from the
decks and holds of the ship to the years that follow the narrator unfolds a spellbinding
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and layered tale about the magical, often forbidden discoveries of childhood and the
burdens of earned understanding, about a life-long journey that began unexpectedly
with a sea voyage.
The sizzling second novel in a sexy new contemporary romance series featuring the
Lawless siblings--from New York Times bestselling author Lexi Blake. Brandon Lawless
is a man on a mission: obtain the information that will clear his father's name. He's
willing to do whatever it takes--even seduce his enemy's personal assistant, the
beautiful and innocent Carly Hendricks. But with her beguiling smile and captivating
intelligence, Brandon soon realizes he doesn't want to deceive Carly, he wants to win
her over--both in the boardroom and the bedroom. Then a twisted crime leaves Carly
vulnerable and Brandon finds himself reeling. The stakes of his mission are now life or
death--Carly's life. And Brandon realizes he's lost his heart to an amazing woman and
his plan must succeed, because the stakes are no longer just revenge, but a once in a
lifetime love.
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